Creating fora where people interact
Specialized planning and implementation to support the success of notable global meetings

There are very few companies that are exclusively providing specialized planning and logistical services to ensure the resounding success of international meetings. Since our inception, Congress Corporation has supported many prestigious global meetings hosted by the Government of Japan and eminent international institutions, contributing to their success. Another of our fortes is management of large-scale conventions that are perpetuating new knowledge around the world. It is our greatest pleasure to contribute to the advancement of science, technology and medicine through our business. Corporate events in diverse industries are also part of our portfolio.
Exceptional hospitality based on our quality human assets

Congress Corporation provides expert staffing services for various premium events that demand the very best heartfelt hospitality, including hostesses for luxury brand exhibitions & shows, general reception at international film festivals and operation of Japan’s national pavilions at World Expos, to name just a few. We also have a solid reputation for top quality language services based on our achievements at state-level meetings and major conventions. We look forward to injecting our expertise to meet the needs of the increasing number of events planned heading toward the 2020 Tokyo Olympic and Paralympic Games.

“Volez, Voguez, Voyagez” Louis Vuitton Exhibition
Tokyo International Film Festival
G7 Toyama Environment Ministers’ Meeting (Interpretation), 2016

Japan Pavilion, Expo Milano 2015
Development of conference facilities to enhance urban functions

Meeting facilities in the heart of a city serve as a hub for exchange of information and new ideas, contributing to enhancing the value of the building, and in turn the functions of the city itself. Congress Corporation independently plans, operates and manages fully functional conference facilities. "Congrès Convention Center" (Osaka) and "CongresSquare" (Tokyo) are just two examples of the premium fora we have realized for interaction of people and ideas.

We are also appointed to manage numerous conference facilities, including “JP Tower Hall & Conference.”
Active endeavors in PPP and management of large-scale facilities

Japan has been progressing the “designated management company” system, through which public facilities formerly managed by regional authorities, are comprehensively managed and operated by private companies. Congress Corporation is proud to be appointed as the management company for large-scale, multi-purpose facilities of various types nationwide, including concert halls, meeting facilities, science museums and more. Our responsibilities cover not only day-to-day operation, but management from an overall perspective, extending to planning/PR of self-produced events, attracting visitors and financial management, thereby contributing to the region. We are also taking part in novel initiatives such as PFI.
Consulting, facility development and operations, nationwide and abroad

Japan has countless tourist and cultural facilities. Congress Corporation provides operation and management services to some 80 facilities, including general information departments in observation decks and aquariums that are known for their management challenges, science museums, tourism and cultural facilities. At each facility, we engage a dedicated frontline director, responsible for staff recruitment, training, schedule management and service skill improvement, who works together with the large number of staff to serve visitors. In addition, we are undertaking consultation services, both in Japan and abroad, for various projects related to concept creation and launch of new facilities.
Involvement in a wide spectrum of projects including urban planning

In recent years, based on recognition of our accomplishments in producing and operating conference centers and tourism/cultural facilities, Congress Corporation is increasingly participating in urban design projects that extend to planning of the area surrounding these facilities. MICE* Research Institute, Congress Corporation Group’s think-tank, provides specialized consulting services, including surveys and analysis of market trends. We also place importance on contributing to the culture of the local community, through producing our own events/concerts at facilities and seminars on various themes geared for the general public.

* MICE is an acronym for Meetings, Incentives, Conventions and Exhibitions/Events – business fora that gather people from around the world for networking, interaction and exchange of ideas.
Creating new exhibitions for growth industries

We at Congress Corporation have through the years created fora for gathering people and the latest information, through our operation of countless international association and scientific meetings, and our extensive experience in facility management. In recent years, we have embarked on a new challenge to produce our own exhibitions. “Japan Drone,” primarily managed by Congress Corporation, is the first exhibition dedicated to drone business and technology in Japan. Looking toward the future, we intend to proactively seek out opportunities and launch more exhibitions dedicated to new domains that have the potential for future growth, to contribute to energizing and developing various domains.
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